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Beauty is a Dark Attitude
Benoit Gob

In the actual project „Beauty is a Dark Attitude“ he tried to research the roots of inhumanity and ferociousness in our neo-liberal society.
All the scratches, cuts and deleterious effects in his drawings are contrasted with vigorous dark forms, like bundles of covering hair.
The self-made frames, kind of boxes, underline the depth of the images.
The visitor receives an impression of thoughts about the ruin of Europe and the loss of our well educated and humanistic society. The
intention of the artist´s play of thoughts is apparent in his powerful brush marks and his 3 dimensional bulges as a symbol for strength
and brittleness, violence and destruction. The scratches are symbols of the wounds we have inflicted on one another on mutual respect
and consensual recognition.The combination of drawings, broken vases and a video with beautiful images of destruction are mirroring
the different levels of our complex and woven political and economic structures.
The title, beauty as a dark attitude, evokes and expresses individual memory and provides space for personal interpretations.
Denise Parizek 2016
Benoit Gob is member of the Artist Run Gallery Schleifmühlgasse 12-14 since 2011 and he had 2 Soloshows there and at Reumannplatz. In May he will participate in
the exhibition of Jan Lauwers in Shanghai (Silent Stories Jan Lauwers fest. Artist of Nee Company at MCAM Shanghai, Vernissage am 31.5.2016).

BOOBA / 2016 Mixed Media

GEISHA / 2016 Mixed Media

fragile
Belgian painter and actor Benoit Gob explores the impacts of power, dominance and aggression on a society, on every-day life of its members. In his intellectual game the vase functions as image of fragility. As the term “fragile” is connected with shards, every frail object holds
the prospect / the possibility of breaking: An immanent state of used-to-be-frail.
For “Beauty is a Dark Attitude” Gob changes media, from painting to the more expressive moving images of performance and video, drawing a
line from his artificially violent act in the gallery space to crucial questions of proportions of power.
Our neoliberal society is based on violent decisions - in politics and of the individual. What belongs to whom? Nations are not naturally grown
entities. The act of drawing borders is an act of power. Europe as fortress, its external frontiers extremely visible today, as refugees are left
dying in front of them. Inner-european borders, guarded armed or not, are permanently reestablished in the discussion where to place whom.
Right-wing parties across Europe gain power, a phenomenon on the basis of and perpetuating dehumanization, of decisions: who belongs
here, who has to stay out and why. Arbitrary and brutal.
Our status-quo, a fragile construct.
Astrid Sodomka, 2015

Répétitions
Répétition d‘impressions, tampons, de fragments, du même geste.
Assemblage rythmique de formes semblables qui crée l‘entité paysage.
Je ne travaille pas à partir de photos mais de mémoire. Je compose l‘image avec cette référence mémoire.
Je ne copie pas les éléments représentatifs de la nature dans leur diversité. Je n‘en prends qu‘un fragment, j‘en synthétise la forme par des moyens
rudimentaires et peu précis, et la reproduit indéfiniment sur le papier, en lui introduisant un rythme naturel.
Donc, je ne copie pas la nature, je la réinvente très pauvrement, la dénature au niveau de sa forme.
Je bluffe le spectateur avec l‘effet séduisant du „semblable“.
Je suis dans le cliché total et j‘en exploite au maximum ses codes, dans son minimalisme le plus rentable.
Des paysages bien rangés, sans identités, traités comme une organisation où le détail, la diversité dérange. Mais cependant libres et sauvages :
un lieu synthétiquement vierge de détail qui curieusement séduit.
Sans ombre portée, ni ligne d‘horizon ou point de fuite parfois, ces représentations cliniques semblent étrangement habitées comme des clichés ratés où
l‘imagination se disperse.
Le danger n‘est pas dans la forme, le contenu, le sujet de l’œuvre, mais dans la manière de la représenter par des moyens aussi sournois et d‘appauvrir à
néant son identité. 																		
Benoit Gob, 2011

Répétition green 6, 150 x 200 cm, 2011

Répétition purple 2, 150 x 150 cm, 2011

Répétition blue 9, 90 x 120 cm, 2011

Répétition by Benoit Gob
Landscape Art exists in Ancient Greece (Minoan Greece), since 1500 BC.
Ancient Roman, Egyptian & Chinese landscape Art also still exists from the first century BC.
The Roman and chinese traditional landscapes show grand panaoramas of imaginary landscapes without human figures.
The Chinese ink painting tradition of „pure“ landscape, in which the only sign of human life is usually a sage, or a glimpse of his hut, uses sophisticated landscape
backgrounds to figure subjects. Landscape art of this period retains a classic and much-imitated status within the Chinese tradition.
The word landscape is from the Dutch, landschap originally meaning a patch of cultivated ground, and then an image.
The word entered the English language at the start of the 17th century, purely as a term for works of art.
Landscape art is a term that covers the depiction of natural scenery such as mountains, valleys, trees, rivers, and forests, with its elements arranged into a coherent composition and especially art where the main subject is a wide view. Sky is almost always included in the view, and the weather is often an element of the
composition.
Benoit Gob chose this genre of art for his work and deconstructed it to create within, a new contemporary interpretation.
His new cycle „Répétition“, a serial of landscape/paysage, will be shown in the Gallery of artist Producers in Schleifmühlgasse 12-14 in January 2012 (Opening
10.1.2012), is totally different to the image of landscape we have seen till now. His landscapes appeare at first sight to be blurred black and white photographies.
The view opens to an unendingly capaciousness, ambiguous on the one side, with elements of total depth of field. He attaches wide open spaces with details of
grass or trees, horizons or parts of grey sky.
Infinite views open up to the recipient like pictures of meditation on the one hand or like windows of an artical igloo.
On the one side the apperance of his new works is like a meeting of Caspar David Friedrich, without humans, and Milton Avery with a touch of Edward Hopper.
On the other side there are no conformities in style, because his paintings are black and white and pure.
The mountains are rough and impressive, blades of grass are totally naturalistic, it feels as though we could just pick it out of the image.
Benoit Gobs thechnique is always Mixed Media – he combines Edding/Ink/Spraycans/Acrylic on diffrent subfonts like canvas or paper.
Like in the monochrome Chinese tradition he uses in his landscapes inkpencils on very bulky hand made paper, with a great emphasis on the individual brushstroke. So it is possible for him to define wrinkles in mountain-sides and blade of grass or branches of trees.
The sizes are between 70x100cm and 150x200 cm, big enough to dive in and disappear and get lost in these infinite distances.
This unutterable beauty captures the beholder and abductes him in unknown sceneries.
																

Denise Parizek, Curator, 2011

Répétition grey 2, 55 x 65 cm, 2011

Répétition grey 4, 180 x 150 cm, 2011

Répétition green 4, 180 x 180 cm, 2011

Installation / 2011 Mixed Media

LaMachine / 2010 Collage

Series Vienna Paint / 2010-2012 Oil on Canvas

Series Vienna Paint / 2010-2012 Oil on Canvas

Heads/ 2009Mixed Mixed Media

Flying / 2009 Installation

The exhibition 'Cher, chair, share' is an ideal opportunity to zoom in on the extremely critical fantasy in the creative brain of Benoit Gob. A
magnifying glass would come in handy to show Gobs preference for the detail. Gob himself names the theme of his exhibition: 'Cher, chair,
share'. The composed skins in his work are to him 'the flesh as an epidermic entity'. The word entity origins from the Latin 'ens', which
means a 'being' and 'entitas' is translated as 'the being of a being'. The upper layer, the flesh or the skins of his epidermic entities generate a
presence. By composing the upper layer with re-used fragments of images, he creates a fleshy identity, 'my carnal objects', as he calls them.
These recycled associations of familiar images give Gob's assembled objects a sense of past, as if they have always been here. By giving them
a new form, often in an undefined space, he creates 'a being'. The exhibited works, often consisting of 2 or 3 panels, recognize if it were each
other's presence. These beautiful mutants are the actors in Gobs futuristic dreamworld. Benoîts love of puppet plays and theatre encourages
him to give his 'epidermic objects' a persistent and major role on his wooden panels.
One could divide the exhibition following the duality of the skin. Two revealing worlds meet in the world of Gob. On the one hand there are the
heavily symbolic collages referring to an extreme world veiled by materialism. Entities are built from jewels, skulls, sexy snake skins, crowns
and cut-up porn stars yelling for attention in pop-artlike aggressive forms. They are brilliant and form an aesthetic beauty. But when looked
at closely, they comment subtly on a culture where loaded guns and capitalism degrade the big themes of love and death to fancy pictures
devoid of humanity. Sculptures of human skin are contained in glass bubbles, with a view on the lifeless tailored suit with a falling knife. And
still, I cannot shake the idea that Benoît Gob gives this materialistic (pop)-art culture a pleasant, light, careless touch. The end of an era that
had no choice. But Benoîts language is not that of a patient man. His fantasy gives him the opportunity to create a futuristic surrealist world.
A world of cyborgs and fleshy entities mutated by biotechnology and genetics floating around in a Big Bang-context. The skins of hundreds
of porn stars and body builders become hybrid forms, melting with the remains of a highly technological industrial society, in a world where
only poetry triumphs.

Sven Vanderstichelen 2010
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